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RNA molecules transmit the information encoded in the genome and generally reflect its content. Adenosine-to-inosine
(A-to-I) RNA editing by ADAR proteins converts a genomically encoded adenosine into inosine. It is known that most
RNA editing in human takes place in the primate-specific Alu sequences, but the extent of this phenomenon and its effect
on transcriptome diversity are not yet clear. Here, we analyzed large-scale RNA-seq data and detected ~1.6 million editing
sites. As detection sensitivity increases with sequencing coverage, we performed ultradeep sequencing of selected Alu
sequences and showed that the scope of editing is much larger than anticipated. We found that virtually all adenosines
within Alu repeats that form double-stranded RNA undergo A-to-I editing, although most sites exhibit editing at only low
levels (<1%). Moreover, using high coverage sequencing, we observed editing of transcripts resulting from residual anti-
sense expression, doubling the number of edited sites in the human genome. Based on bioinformatic analyses and deep
targeted sequencing, we estimate that there are over 100 million human Alu RNA editing sites, located in the majority of
human genes. These findings set the stage for exploring how this primate-specific massive diversification of the tran-
scriptome is utilized.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Consistency of genomic information flow is a basic concept in

biology. In general, it is believed that the processed content of a

gene (RNA) has the exact same sequence as its original DNA tem-

plate. However, adenosine deaminases acting on RNA (ADARs), an

essential family of RNA-modifying enzymes, can edit nucleotides

in the RNA (Savva et al. 2012). Specifically, these enzymes can

modify a genetically encoded adenosine (A) into an inosine (I) in

double-stranded RNA structures. ADAR editing results in inosine,

which replaces the genomically encoded adenosine, and is read by

the cellular machinery as a guanosine (G) (Bass 2002; Nishikura

2010). Thus, sequencing of inosine-containing RNAs results in G

where the corresponding genomic DNA reads A. The progress in

sequencing techniques in recent years has brought about many

reports of A-to-I editing in the human genome (Li et al. 2009; Bahn

et al. 2012; Park et al. 2012; Peng et al. 2012; Ramaswami et al.

2012, 2013). These studies have identified a growing number of

A-to-G mismatches in mRNA-sequencing data aligned to the ge-

nome, and used various algorithmic techniques to identify those

mismatches originating from A-to-I editing. Analyses of various data

sets have resulted in identification of thousands, and up to hun-

dreds of thousands of editing sites. However, the overlap between

the many reported sets is quite low (see Supplemental Tables 1, 2;

Ramaswami et al. 2012), suggesting that the reported sites do not

reflect the full scope of the A-to-I editing phenomenon.

The primate specific Alu sequences are the dominant short

interspersed nuclear element (SINEs) in the primate genomes

(International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001;

Cordaux and Batzer 2009). Humans have about a million copies

of Alu, roughly 300 bp long each, accounting for ;10% of their

genome. Since these repeats are so common, especially in gene-

rich regions (Korenberg and Rykowski 1988), pairing of two op-

positely oriented Alus located in the same pre-mRNA structure is

likely. Such pairing produces a long and stable dsRNA structure,

an ideal target for the ADARs. Indeed, recent studies have shown

that Alu repeats account for >99% of editing events found so far in

humans (Athanasiadis et al. 2004; Blow et al. 2004; Kim et al.

2004; Levanon et al. 2004; Ramaswami et al. 2012, 2013).

Edited Alu sequences typically include a number of clustered

edited sites (Athanasiadis et al. 2004; Blow et al. 2004; Kim et al.

2004; Levanon et al. 2004). This feature may be utilized to distin-

guish bona fide editing events from sequencing errors or mis-

alignments due to duplication or genomic variability. Here, we

refined the detection approach, focusing only on Alu editing,

which allowed us to exploit the clustering property of edit-

ing sites. Analysis of large-scale RNA-seq data supplemented by

targeted sequencing of Alu elements revealed that the majority of
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Alu elements form editable dsRNA structures, and nearly all

adenosines expressed in such Alu repeats undergo A-to-I editing.

Results
To identify Alu RNA editing sites, we used two large RNA se-

quencing (RNA-seq) data sets. One is the Illumina Human Body

Map (HBM) data comprising 16 tissues, and the other is the pre-

viously published deeply sequenced Han Chinese (YH) data (Peng

et al. 2012). We aligned these two RNA data sets to the human

genome (see Methods) and recorded all mismatches between the

reads and the genomic reference within Alu repeats. All reads were

aligned to the reference strand, and thus editing sites could appear

as A-to-G if transcription is from the reference strand, or T-to-C, if

transcription is from the reverse strand (hereby referred to as AG

and TC, respectively). A total of 919,035 Alu elements (78.2% of all

Alu elements in the human genome) were covered (see Methods).

We used an algorithmic approach (Fig. 1; see Methods for details)

that takes into account clustering of editing sites and removes mis-

aligned reads, low-quality base calling, and known polymorphisms,

to identify 1,586,270 editing sites (AG or TC mismatches) in 305,337

Alu repeats, the largest set reported to date (Fig. 2). The false positive

rate is estimated by the number of mismatches of types G-to-A and

C-to-T (GA and CT, respectively) detected by the same set of pa-

rameters, and is estimated to be 2.0%. Part of the YH data set is

strand specific and allows us to verify that most of the identified

mismatches are indeed AG (in the expressed strand): 478,301 AG

sites compared with only 17,838 TC sites.

Control: Mismatches in L1 (LINE-1) repeats

Nearly half of the human genome is composed of mobile elements.

However, editing takes place almost exclusively in the Alu repeat

due to its exceptional ability to form dsRNA structures (Morse et al.

2002; Athanasiadis et al. 2004; Blow et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2004;

Levanon et al. 2004). To verify that our results, showing vast

numbers of editing sites, are indeed unique to the Alu repeats, and

to exclude the possibility of sequencing errors leading to AG and

TC clusters, we applied the identical editing detection algorithm

(see Methods) to another type of retroelements, the L1 repeats,

which are also very common in the human genome, with nearly

a million copies, accounting for 18% of the human genome.

Overall, 603,850 (63.44%) L1 elements were covered (most

were partially covered; see Supplemental Fig. 1), yielding a total of

2,713,306 mismatch locations. Applying the same filtering and

clustering approach, we found 74,926 L1 elements having a dom-

inant mismatch type. While we did observe some enrichment

of AG/TC mismatches (corresponding, probably, to low levels of

A-to-I editing in L1 repeats; Athanasiadis et al. 2004), the number

of such sites is two orders of magnitude lower than the corre-

sponding number in Alu repeats (using the same expression data;

note, however, that L1 repeats are less deeply covered, as they tend

to reside in intergenic regions; see Supplemental Figs. 1, 2). Fur-

thermore, no clear signal is seen when looking for repeats with

a single dominant mismatch type (see Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. 3).

These results strongly support the idea that massive A-to-I editing

is limited to the Alu repeats.

Figure 1. Detection of A-to-I editing in Alu repeats. (A) Multiple alignment of reads to the reference genome reveals sites of A-to-I editing (red), as well as
genomic polymorphisms and sequencing errors (yellow). Detection sensitivity is improved upon examining clusters of mismatches rather than looking at
each site independently. Yet, at low coverage, many bona fide editing sites either do not show any AG mismatch, or show a weak signal indistinguishable
from sequencing errors. The sites detected include the few strongly edited sites and a random sample of the weaker sites. (B) Ultradeep coverage enables
the full scope of editing to be revealed, showing all sites that support editing, typically at very low levels (<1%).
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Editing site motif

According to previous studies (Lehmann and Bass 2000; Eggington

et al. 2011), the editing site has a strong aversion to G at the �1

position (upstream of the editing site), while it has preference for G

at the +1 position (downstream). Our editing site set is in accor-

dance with this preference (Fig. 3), and editing is more pronounced

at sites with a stronger editing signal. In addition we have looked at

the location of the editing sites with respect to the Alu sequence

consensus. The results are presented in Figure 4, for each of the eight

most edited Alu families. Clearly, hotspots for editing are observed.

As expected, Alu elements for which the expressed strand is the

consensus strand undergo more editing due to the poly(A) regions

which are targeted by ADARs (Carmi et al. 2011).

Noise is appreciably reduced upon using updated dbSNP data

SNPs that were deposited into dbSNP based on RNA data alone are

called cDNA SNPs. Only a single GA site and no CTsites were found

as known cDNA SNP sites, while the putative editing set contains

1146 AG and TC sites known as cDNA SNPs. These are likely to be

RNA-editing sites mistakenly identified as genomic polymorphisms

(Eisenberg et al. 2005; Gommans et al. 2008).

After we initiated this study, dbSNP was updated, and we used

this to further validate our editing detection. Reassuringly, we

found that only 0.69% (6,809) of the putative editing sites overlap

the list of newly discovered gSNPs (dbSNP135 vs. dbSNP131), com-

pared with 8.9% (1763) of GA and CTsites that passed our filter. This

result is encouraging, suggesting much of our noise could be due to

gSNPs yet to be annotated as rare SNPs.

Editing level by tissue

While known protein-modifying editing sites are enriched in

synaptic genes (Rosenthal and Seeburg 2012) expressed mainly in

the brain, Alu editing in the brain was not

exceptionally high compared with other

tissues (Fig. 5). The average editing level

over all adenosines (fraction of Alu aden-

osines that are deaminated into inosines)

is estimated by the fraction of read bases

showing G (C), where the reference ge-

nome reads A (T) (before filtering). Nota-

bly, editing levels in the brain are high, but

not exceptionally high compared with

other tissues. The levels presented are

underestimates due to two factors: First,

hyperedited reads fail to align to the ge-

nome (Carmi et al. 2011). Second, as the

data are not stranded, some of the refer-

ence genome reads could have been tran-

scribed from the antisense strand.

Detection efficacy increases
with coverage

The more reads covering a given genomic

site, the more accurate our estimate of the

editing level in this site is. Specifically, a

low level of editing requires more reads to

guarantee its detection. It is thus expected

that coverage limits the number of edit-

ing sites discovered. In order to estimate

the scope of this effect, we looked at the fraction of sites detected as

edited as a function of their coverage. Obviously, looking only at

the raw number of mismatches, the number of all sites exhibiting

mismatches of all types increases with coverage, due to the in-

creased probability of finding a sequencing error in at least one of

the covering reads. Interestingly, though, following our filtering

and clustering procedure (see Methods), the number of most types

of mismatches saturates (data shown for GA and CT only), but the

number of sites showing AG and TC mismatches keeps growing

even for very high coverage, which is attained in only a tiny fraction

Figure 2. Mismatch distributions along the detection pipeline. (A) Even a simple count of all mis-
matches in high-quality base pairs of sequencing reads data of Alu repeats shows a significant enrich-
ment of editing-derived mismatch types (AG and TC). (B) Applying a strict statistical model to filter out
probable sequencing errors further increases the fraction of AG/TC mismatches, but results in the loss of
most of the estimated true editing signal as well. (C ) In this study, we focused on the full Alu repeats
rather than single genomic sites. This improves the statistical power, with only a minor reduction in the
signal. As a result, we found that virtually all Alu repeats are dominated by AG/TC mismatches. (D–F) The
same pipeline applied to mismatches located in the common L1 retroelement. Clearly, the strong
propensity for A-to-I RNA editing is unique to the Alu repeat. However, some enrichment of AG/TC
mismatches is nevertheless observed, attesting to some editing activity in the L1 repeats.

Figure 3. Distribution of downstream (A) and upstream (B) nucleotides
for editing sites detected in the HBM data sets. Edited sites are split into
three groups according to their editing level: low level #10%, high level
$40%, and medium level >10% and <40%. A clear signature of the ADAR
sequence preference is observed (low G upstream of the site, and some
enrichment downstream from the site). The preference is stronger at sites
with high editing levels.
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of the expressed transcriptome (Fig. 6A; Supplemental Fig. 4). This

result suggests that, given sufficient coverage, the number of editing

sites to be detected is a great deal larger than was reported previously.

Ultradeep sequencing of selected Alu

The low overlap between the various reported data sets, including

the present one (Supplemental Material), and the lack of saturation

in the number of detected sites as a function of sequencing cov-

erage (Fig. 6A; Supplemental Fig. 4) suggest that even the enlarged

set of editing sites that we detected does not exhaust the full scope

of the phenomenon. We thus set out to quantify the global po-

tential of Alu editing. We started by using the editing sites found

using the HBM data set to further understand the genomic archi-

tectural criteria required for Alu repeats to form a dsRNA and un-

dergo editing. In agreement with previous studies (Athanasiadis

et al. 2004; Blow et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2004; Levanon et al. 2004),

we found (Supplemental Fig. 5) that the edited Alu repeats tend to

have at least one neighboring inverted Alu (from any Alu sub-

family) closer than 3500 bp, and are not highly divergent from the

Alu consensus sequence (see Supplemental Material). We further

hypothesized that all 761,244 Alu repeats that meet these criteria

(henceforth termed ‘‘editable’’ Alus) are indeed edited if ex-

pressed, and may be detected if sufficiently covered by sequenc-

Figure 4. Distribution of editing events along the consensus for the eight most edited Alu subfamilies (UCSC Genome Browser annotation). The
number of edited Alu repeats of each family is given. Clearly, there are hotspots for editing in each of the families.
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ing reads. We used several approaches to test this hypothesis.

First, we identified 15,806 editable Alus that are located in RefSeq

exons, amplified the sequences, and Sanger-sequenced 48 Alus

randomly selected from this group in two tissues. Thirty of these

96 experiments resulted in amplicons that were successfully se-

quenced, 23 of which (77%) showed a clear editing signal. In

addition, we used the deeply sequenced YH data set and found

that, as coverage increases, the fraction of editable Alu repeats

that is detected as edited approaches unity (Fig. 6B). Finally, we

selected a subset of Alu elements for PCR amplification and car-

ried out ultradeep sequencing.

To this end, we randomly chose 28 Alu elements from the

editable Alu list that exhibited editing in the HBM data, and an

additional 52 for which there was no evidence of editing. We

amplified each of them by PCR using cDNA derived from the

Human Brain Reference RNA as the template (see Methods). We

sequenced these 80 Alus with ultrahigh coverage (75/80 were ex-

pressed and recovered in the tissue tested, with average and median

coverage of 13,511 and 11,919 reads, respectively), and examined

the detectable editing signal as a function of coverage. The un-

usually high coverage allowed for reliable and accurate quantifi-

cation of low editing levels. Focusing on ultradeeply covered re-

gions (>5000 reads), we observed a clear distinction between the

AG/TC mismatches (likely to result from RNA editing) and all

other mismatches (occurring due to sequencing errors, misalign-

ments, somatic mutations, etc.) (Fig. 7). Surprisingly, we found that

virtually all A’s exhibit AG mismatches and virtually all T’s exhibit

TC mismatches in all of these regions, given sufficient coverage.

For a large fraction of human genes, expression of both strands was

reported (Yelin et al. 2003; Katayama et al. 2005). Consistently, we

find that for each Alu studied, individual reads exhibit either AG or

TC mismatches but rarely both (Supplemental Fig. 6). This suggests

that both strands of the Alu repeats are transcribed and virtually all

of the transcribed adenosine sites are edited.

Taking into account expression of both strands, this brings

the total number of editable genomic sites in the set of editable

Alus to 105.7 Mbp, representing 1.5% of the entire bases in the

human genome. It should be noted that additional Alu elements

not belonging to the ‘‘editable Alu’’ set are also heavily edited

(Supplemental Material), suggesting that the actual number of

editing sites is even higher. Their editing could be explained by too-

strict cutoff values used for defining the editable Alus, or possibly,

hybridization with Alu repeats in trans (Neeman et al. 2005) or

polymorphic Alu insertions (Stewart et al. 2011; Witherspoon et al.

2013).

Editing levels follow a log-normal distribution

As virtually all adenosines in editable Alus undergo editing, the

question arises regarding the editing levels at these sites. To address

this issue, we looked at the fraction of AG/TC mismatches (un-

filtered) for all A’s and T’s in the 52 randomly selected Alus that

Figure 5. Average editing levels per tissue in HBM data. For each tissue, the total mismatches (before filtering) are grouped for each of the four bases
and presented according to the mismatch type. Although in A (T) positions, only one type of mismatch is dominant (G or C, accordingly), at C and G the
picture is very different, exhibiting a lower number of mismatches (note the different scale) with a more even distribution. (A) A reference positions with
non-A reads, per tissue. (B) T reference positions with non-T reads, per tissue. (C ) C reference positions with non-C reads, per tissue. (D) G reference
positions with non-G reads, per tissue.
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were covered by at least 5000 reads. This

high coverage allowed us to accurately

determine the editing level. We found

(Fig. 7) the editing levels to approxi-

mately follow a wide log-normal distri-

bution with a sizable fat tail at the high

editing level range. Most sites are edited

at low levels (<1% of transcripts), with the

median editing level being 0.475%. No-

tably, the distribution for other types of

mismatches exhibits a different pattern,

which allows detection of almost all

editing sites with high confidence, given

sufficient read coverage.

As most sites are edited at low levels,

typically only a fraction of the supporting

reads exhibit the editing signature. Pre-

vious studies, limited by coverage, have

generally identified the few highly edited

sites along with a much larger number of

weak sites, which is still a small sample of

the full abundance of such sites. This ex-

plains the very low overlap between the

data sets provided by previous studies.

Editing detection as a function
of coverage

In order to estimate the dependence of

editing detection on coverage, we selected

30 Alu repeats out of the 52 randomly se-

lected Alus that were covered by at least

1000 reads. We then sampled fractions of

increasing size from these reads and ap-

plied the detection algorithm to see how

many sites are detected, and if the Alu re-

peat shows AG/TC as a dominant mis-

match. Here, coverage was defined as the

median number of reads supporting all

A’s and T’s in the respective Alu repeat.

The results are presented in Supplemental

Figure 7 and show that with a median

coverage of 1000 reads, virtually all Alu are

detected as edited. Furthermore, the num-

ber of detected sites on a given Alu con-

tinues to rise with no sign of saturation.

Editing site motif in the
deep-sequenced Alus

Editing sites were separated into three

groups according to their editing level,

and the identity of the base one position

upstream and downstream was checked.

The high and medium level sites show

the expected editing motif. In particular,

G is depleted in the upstream site and

enriched in the downstream site. Note

that in this case, the low editing level sites

are actually almost all adenosines of the

Alu repeat, and thus reflect the features of

the Alu sequence rather than preferences

Figure 6. Editing detection is sensitive to sequencing coverage. (A) The average number of adeno-
sines in an Alu repeat showing evidence for editing increases with the available coverage (number of
reads supporting the examined nucleotide), with no sign of saturation (HBM data). A number of mis-
match sites of types other than AG/TC saturate at a relatively low coverage (after applying the statistical
model to filter sequencing errors). As the typical coverage in RNA-seq is much lower than 1000 reads,
this suggests that previous counts of editing sites are grossly underestimated. (B) Fraction of Alu repeats
showing evidence of editing (i.e., dominated by AG/TC mismatches). Again, strong dependence on
coverage is observed, and atypically high coverage is required for detection in most of the Alu repeats.
Our ultradeep MiSeq experiment reached saturation with all Alu repeats detected at a coverage of 1000
reads (coverage is defined as the median read coverage for the adenosines and thymines in the given Alu
repeat). Based on these calculations, we estimate the total number of A-to-I editing sites in the human
genome to exceed 100 million sites. (C ) Number of different transcript variants per Alu, as a function of
the reads’ coverage. No saturation is observed even for ultrahigh coverage.
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of editing. Note that the TA dinucleotide is depleted in Alu repeats

in general. Still, T appears quite frequently upstream of strong

editing sites, suggesting a strong preference for it by the editing

enzymes. Supplemental Figure 8 presents the upstream and down-

stream base distribution for all sites, weighted by their editing levels,

and normalized by the underlying Alu neighbor distribution, in

accordance with previous results (Kleinberger and Eisenberg 2010;

Eggington et al. 2011).

Immense transcript diversity due to Alu editing

The large number of editing sites naturally leads to a staggering

number of different transcripts per Alu-harboring gene (Barak

2009; Paz-Yaacov et al. 2010). Indeed, we found the number of

different variants to grow with coverage, with no sign of saturation

(Fig. 6C). Looking at the information included in each Alu repeat

in terms of its editing pattern, Shannon’s information entropy

(Methods) shows that the effective number of bits per Alu ranges

between 4.8 and 8.8. The number of inosines per transcribed Alu

varies considerably among the randomly selected Alus, ranging

between 0.24 and 11.5 inosines per transcript (Supplemental Ma-

terial; Supplemental Fig. 9).

Out of the 23,357 human RefSeq genes, 67.4% include edit-

able Alus, and 12.4% include such elements in their exons. Many

genes include more than one editable Alu. Thus, the diversity at the

transcript level is even much larger than the one observed for each

single Alu repeat. In order to demonstrate the full scope of po-

tential editing on a given gene, we selected three genes (RILPL1,

PSEN1, and KIF1B), each harboring a large number of Alu repeats

(76, 104, and 207, respectively), and deeply sequenced 14, 23, and

73 of these repeats, respectively. As expected, we found virtually all

covered adenosines (372, 1128, and 3858, respectively) to exhibit

editing, bringing the number of editing sites in these gene to

thousands.

Volume of Alu editing activity compared with recoding sites

Most editing sites in Alu repeats are very weak, but due to their

immense number, the accumulated editing events in these sites

vastly outnumber those in known functional recoding sites. Using

our data sets, we quantified the volume of editing activity in these

two groups of editing sites (Methods). Based on current knowledge,

the most important function of ADARB1 (ADAR2) is editing of the

critical Q/R site in the glutamate receptor, as point mutation at this

site can rescue lethality in mice (Higuchi et al. 2000). However, in

the brain tissue only 77 edited reads are found in this critical site

and 426 editing events were detected in all 22 recoding sites ex-

amined (all well-characterized recoding sites; Table S3 of Li et al.

2009), compared with 586,581 events in Alu repeats. That is, the

critical glutamate receptor editing activity accounts for only 0.013%

of A-to-I deamination reactions in the primate brain cell, and all

recoding sites examined, combined, explain no more than 0.073%

of all A-to-I editing activity in this tissue. Looking at other tissues we

found editing in all 22 recoding sites to range between <0.001% and

0.4% (Supplemental Table S11).

Alu editing within lincRNA

It was recently demonstrated that Alu repeats within lincRNAs can

undergo editing (Kapusta et al. 2013) and are involved in gene ex-

pression regulation via the Staufen-mediated mRNA decay (SMD)

mechanism (Gong and Maquat 2011). We selected seven such Alu

repeats and verified that they, too, undergo extensive RNA editing

(Supplemental Material), possibly affecting the SMD process.

Discussion
It was suggested that inosine-containing transcripts are subject to

specific regulation, affecting the fate of the RNA molecule (Rueter

et al. 1999; Scadden and Smith 2001; Zhang and Carmichael 2001;

Prasanth et al. 2005; Liang and Landweber 2007; Scadden 2007).

However, given the wide scope of Alu editing in the human tran-

scriptome, a large fraction of human transcripts contains inosines,

suggesting that additional factors must be involved in these RNA

regulations. It is possible that Alu editing is occasionally recruited for

creating novel transcriptomics (Lev-Maor et al. 2007). In addition,

editing by ADAR can unwind the multitude of dsRNA structures

(Bass and Weintraub 1988) that exist in the primate genome.

Our results render superfluous catalogs of Alu adenosines

exhibiting evidence of editing, as all adenosines in editable Alu

repeats would be included given sufficient coverage. Rather, the

characteristics of editable Alus should be used (and refined), and

more careful measurements of editing rates per site and per Alu

should be derived.

With these results, A-to-I editing becomes the most compre-

hensively characterized post-transcriptional modification. The

massive number of Alu-editing events dwarfs the few known func-

tional and conserved editing events within the coding regions, and

accounts for >99% of all ADAR deamination reactions. The fact that

such a heavy burden was not selected against raises the possibility

Figure 7. Mismatch fraction distribution. Even before applying any
statistical filters or analysis, a marked distinction is evident between AG/TC
mismatches and other types of mismatches, provided there is suffi-
ciently deep coverage. Presented are the distributions of the mismatch
fractions (percent of reads that exhibit the mismatch among all reads
supporting the site) for all (high quality, Q $ 30) mismatches seen in our
MiSeq experiment at sites with high coverage ($5000 reads, allowing for
an accurate assessment of the mismatch fraction). Most mismatches are
likely to result from sequencing errors and occur at fractions <0.1%,
consistent with the sequencing quality. The AG/TC mismatches span
a different range of mismatch fractions, where the bulk of the distribution
lies in the range 0.1%–1%, but some sites are edited with stronger effi-
ciencies, up to those showing close to 100% editing in a few sites. This
separation of scales allows identification of editing sites, provided an ac-
curate assessment of the mismatch fraction (requiring ultradeep cover-
age) is available. MM, mismatch. The y-axis shows the normalized
probability density P(�log[MM fraction]).
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that a fraction of the plethora of Alu-editing sites may have been

utilized in ways that remain unknown (Mattick 2009; Paz-Yaacov

et al. 2010) in the course of primate evolution.

Methods

RNA-seq data
RNA-seq data from the Illumina Human BodyMap 2.0 Project
(GEO accession number GSE30611, HBM) was analyzed to find
RNA-editing sites within Alu repeats. The data, generated on HiSeq
2000 instruments, consist of RNA-seq of 16 human tissue types:
adrenal, adipose, brain, breast, colon, heart, kidney, liver, lung,
lymph, ovary, prostate, skeletal muscle, testes, thyroid, and white
blood cells. Two different read lengths were used for each tissue (2 3

50 bp paired-end and 1 3 75 bp single-read data). In addition,
three libraries were generated from a mixture of the total RNA
from the 16 human tissues [poly(A)-selected mRNA, poly(A)-se-
lected mRNA with normalization, and total RNA without poly(A)
selection] and sequences with 100 bp single reads. Overall, the
Human Body Map data set includes 5,015,542,166 reads.

Furthermore, we analyzed a second RNA-seq data set (Se-
quence Read Archive accession SRA043767.1, YH) (Peng et al.
2012). The RNA used in this set was derived from a lymphoblastoid
cell line of a male Han Chinese individual (YH) and sequenced on
Illumina GA IIx and HiSeq 2000 machines. Three different read
lengths were used: 2 3 75 bp and 2 3 100 bp paired-end reads for
poly(A)+, and 2 3 90 bp paired-end reads for poly(A)�. In total, this
set includes 1,167,280,060 reads.

Identification of edited Alus in RNA-seq data

Alignment of short reads is prone to exhibiting artifacts that might
look as if they represent RNA modifications (Schrider et al. 2011;
Kleinman and Majewski 2012; Lin et al. 2012; Pickrell et al. 2012).
This is even more of an issue when dealing with the highly repetitive
Alu elements. Thus, we took a highly conservative approach, taking
into account only reads that were unambiguously aligned. We
aligned both data sets (HBM and YH) to the human genome (hg19),
using Bowtie aligner (Langmead et al. 2009) with liberal parameters
that allow mismatch detection (�n 3,�l 20,�k 20,�e 140��best).
These parameters allow having up to three mismatches in 20-base-
long ‘‘seeds’’ and overall a score of 140 to all mismatches in an
ungapped read. Up to 20 possible alignments per read are reported
in a best-to-worst order. With these parameters, we considered for all
downstream analysis only reads for which a single alignment was
found. Using these parameters, 2.3 G of the HBM reads and 670 M of
the YH reads were uniquely aligned. Next, we continued with reads
that overlapped Alu repeat regions. A total of 919,035 Alu elements
(78.19% of all Alu elements in the human genome) were covered
(846,269 [72%] were covered by the HBM alone; 646,670 [55%] by
YH data alone). Most Alu elements are only partially covered (Sup-
plemental Fig. 2). Detailed information on the alignments per
sequencing lane is presented in Supplemental Table S3.

Following alignment, we collected all mismatches between
the above reads to the reference genome residing in Alu elements.
Mismatches in read positions with quality phred score <30 were
discarded, as were genomic locations which appear as genomic
SNP in dbSNP (SNP build 131). Mismatches from all runs were
merged, leading to a total of 25,103,998 mismatches, out of which
9,831,333 (39.2%) were AG (A in the genome with G in the cor-
responding position in some of the RNA-seq reads) and 9,416,730
were TC (37.5%). All together, we found 6,784,377 genomic loca-
tions exhibiting mismatches (HBM 4,126,430; YH 3,198,951),

most of which were AG and TC: 1,938,752 AGs (28.6%) and
1,878,218 TCs (27.7%).

We then filtered the reads using a probabilistic model. For
each genomic site, we calculated the probability that the observed
mismatches in the reads in this genomic base pair could result
from sequencing errors, assuming an a priori sequencing error rate
of 0.001 (associated with the phred score cutoff of 30). Controlling
for the multiple testing over all Alu nucleotides, we applied the
Benjamini Hochberg correction to produce a set of putatively
modified nucleotides, setting the desired false detection rate at
0.05. The resulting set consisted of 2,384,699 mismatch locations.
This set was enriched with AG and TC mismatches, as 77.9% of these
locations exhibited mismatches of these types (947,392 AGs [39.7%]
and 911,094 TCs [38.2%]).

As Alu editing often affects numerous neighboring sites, we
used our results to look for Alu elements containing clusters of
editing sites. For this purpose, we looked only for Alu elements that
were dominated by a single type of mismatch, i.e., Alu elements in
which the number of mismatches of the most common mismatch
type is higher than the number of mismatches of all other types
combined. The results, for all types of mismatches, are presented in
Figure 2C. We detected 305,337 Alu elements (HBM: 235,212; YH:
194,106) harboring clusters of AG or TC mismatches, all together
containing 1,586,270 (HBM: 993,052; YH: 818,078) mismatch sites.
In comparison, only 24,858 Alu elements harbor clusters of GA and
CT mismatches, containing only 32,536 such mismatches, suggest-
ing that this set of mismatches is dominated by editing, with a false
positive rate of 8.1% at the Alu level and 2.0% at the site level (Fig. 2).

Strand selectivity of mismatches supports the editing model

Of the 694,523 AG/TC putative editing sites that reside in RefSeq
genes, 90.58% of AG sites were found at locations where ‘‘A’’ (and
not ‘‘T’’) is encoded in the genome on the same DNA strand from
which the RefSeq is expressed. (Thus, the RNA is likely to have
been transcribed from the same strand, and had an A, not T, at this
location.) Similarly, 90.33% of TC sites were found in reads aligned
to the strand opposing the one to which the RefSeq transcript is
aligned (thus, the RNA is likely to have been transcribed from the
strand opposite to the reference genome, and also had an A at this
location). This strong strand asymmetry further supports the no-
tion of these sites being editing sites rather than genomic SNPs,
sequencing errors, or other artifacts. The remaining 11% could be
explained as the outcome of antisense transcription coming from
the DNA strand not reported in RefSeq, a common event in the
human genome (Yelin et al. 2003). In comparison, other mismatch
types were evenly distributed between the two strands.

The YH data include strand-specific sequencing results. An-
alyzing these data shows a very high correlation of the AG/TC pu-
tative editing sites with the sequenced strand (Supplemental Fig. 10).

Mismatches attributed to editing have higher read-quality
scores

In order to reduce the levels of sequencing errors, we discarded all
read-base-pairs with quality scores lower than 30. The average
score for the remaining sites was slightly above 38. Here we look at
the average quality score for sites with mismatches that passed our
filtering and clustering scheme. Reassuringly, we find that AG/TC
mismatches are in fact supported by reads that are, on average, of
higher quality than sites matching the reference genome. In com-
parison, mismatch sites of other types are, on average, of lower
quality than sites matching the reference genome (Supplemental
Fig. 11). This increases our confidence in that the AG/TC sites are
not a result of some sequencing bias.
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Editing sites, unlike noise, are evenly distributed along
the reads

In order to avoid mismatches that result from misalignments at
splicing junction regions (Lin et al. 2012) we trimmed the 5 bp at
each end of the read if they included any mismatch (Lin et al.
2012). We next checked that the remaining mismatches are not
biased toward the ends of the reads, which might suggest align-
ment artifacts due to exon borders. Indeed, the AG/TC sites are

rather evenly distributed along the reads, and are even slightly
depleted toward the read ends, as the alignments are more sensi-

tive to mismatches in this region. However, this depletion only

decreases the size of the observed editing effect. In comparison,

other types of mismatches (GA/CT) show a pronounced increase

toward the read ends, suggesting many of these mismatches, de-

spite the above trimming, could be attributed to alignment arti-

facts (Fig. 8; Supplemental Fig. 12).

Figure 8. Mismatch distribution along the reads. (A) AG/TC sites are evenly distributed along the reads and are even slightly depleted toward
the read ends, as the alignments are more sensitive to mismatches in this region. (B) Other types of mismatches (GA/CT) show a pronounced
increase toward the read ends, suggesting many of these mismatches, albeit trimming, could be attributed to alignment artifacts. Reads are 75 bp
long.
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Validation by ultrahigh coverage of selected targets

Based on the results from the HY and HBM data, we hypothesized
that all adenosines in editable Alu repeats are edited to some extent.
In order to test this hypothesis, we aimed at achieving ultrahigh
coverage to examine the full potential of the editing phenomenon.
We thus decided to target a small sample of Alu elements and sub-
jected it to deep sequencing using MiSeq technology.

We randomly chose 52 editable Alu repeats that were not
shown to be edited in the HBM data, and 28 editable repeats that
were shown to be edited in the HBM data and sequenced them to
attain ultrahigh coverage. A target library was prepared. Primers
were designed such that they will be outside the Alu repeat, but as
close as possible to the Alu boundary (primers used for each Alu
repeat are given in the Supplemental Material), and two tissues
were chosen (total brain reference and cerebellum). The library was
sequenced using 150 3 2 paired-end reads (allowing for coverage of
most of each Alu by the two paired-end reads).

Validation of editing sites: technical details

Multiplex sequencing was used to validate editing sites in Alu
regions in the brain. A Human Brain Reference Total RNA (HBRR)
sample pooled was obtained from brain samples of 23 individuals
(Ambion, 6050), and a cerebellum sample from Biochain Institute.
cDNA was synthesized in 20 mL reactions, each containing ;5 mg
of RNA, 4 mL of iScript advanced reaction master mix, and 1 mL of
iScript advanced reverse transcriptase (Bio-Rad). Regions of interest
were amplified and attached to oligos for multiplexing using 10 mL
PCR reactions containing 5 mL of iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-
Rad), 5 ng of cDNA template, and 100 nM each of the forward and
reverse primers. The following PCR program was used: 95°C for
5 min, 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, and 72°C for
60 sec, and finally 72°C for 5 min. The cerebellum and HBRR PCR
reactions were then separately pooled, and the amplicons purified
using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Barcodes and se-
quencing adapters were attached using 50 mL PCRs each contain-
ing 5 mL of a 10003 dilution of the pooled amplicons, 25 mL
KAPA2G Fast Multiplex Mix (23) (Kapa Biosystems), and 200 nM
of primers at 95°C for 5 min, three cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 55°C
for 30 sec, and 72°C for 1 min, 10 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 60°C for
30 sec, and 72°C for 1 min, and finally 72°C for 5 min. The PCR
products were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit
(Qiagen), and sequenced using Illumina MiSeq.

Ultradeep sequencing results

The resulting reads were mapped to the Alu target database, using
BWA aligner (Li and Durbin 2009) with parameters that allow
finding of mismatches (�n 10 �o 5 �e 2 �i 2 �l 10 �k 2). Align-
ment to the full genome yielded similar results. We then filtered
out alignments with insertions or deletions, kept only pairs of
reads that both mapped to the same Alu, and took only the parts of
the reads that were mapped to the Alu repeats. A total of 75 Alu
elements (out of 80, 50/52, and 25/28 from the editable Alu repeats
that were not shown to be edited in the HBM data and the editable
repeats that were shown to be edited in the HBM, respectively)
were covered; most Alus were covered by 5000 reads, and more
than half were covered by more than 10,000 reads (Supplemental
Fig. 13).

We applied here the same filtering procedure used in the large
RNA-seq data: All covered reads at each position were identified for
mismatch positions comparing to the reference genome. Bases
with quality phred score <30 and genomic SNPs (SNP build 131) were
filtered out. Mismatched positions from all runs were merged (fil-
tering out positions with only one non-reference read, unless it was

the only read). All mismatch sites were rated for significance (using
an a priori sequencing error rate of 0.002).

We then turned to clustering and looked for a single domi-
nant type of mismatch. However, as many Alus were deeply cov-
ered (>5k reads), we found that most Alus contained both AG and
TC editing sites, i.e., both strands, sense and antisense, were ex-
pressed at a level detectable by the large number of reads available.
Accordingly, we modified our definition of an Alu with a dominant
type of mismatch to one in which a single type of mismatch on
both strands (e.g., AG and TC, or GA and CT) dominates, meaning
that the number of mismatches of this type is more than twice the
number of all other mismatches combined.

We found that 73 of the 75 covered Alus exhibited AG/TC as
the dominant mismatch type, compared with none for GA/CT.
These Alu elements include 4154 putative editing sites (2084 AG
and 2070 TC). Note that most of the reads are still aligned with no
editing sites at all (Supplemental Fig. 14). In order to verify that the
appearance of both AG and TC mismatches in the same Alu repeat
is indeed due to antisense expression, we looked at all reads ex-
hibiting exactly three mismatches, and plotted, for each Alu repeat,
the number of such reads with only AG, only TC, or mixed mis-
match types (Supplemental Fig. 15). In addition, we note that al-
though 51,212 of the 1,013,366 reads (5.05%) exhibit three or
more AG mismatches, and 38,466 reads (3.79%) exhibit three or
more TC mismatches, only 20 reads (0.002%) show both types
together (P-value < 1 3 10�99), suggesting a strong anti-correlation
between the two events. That is, if a read was transcribed from the
reference strand of the genome and edited to contain three AG
mismatches, it is very unlikely to also contain three TC mis-
matches, as its T base pairs cannot be edited. In addition, Supple-
mental Figure 6 presents the distribution of the number of TC
events per read, stratified by the number of AG events in the same
read. As observed for the AG editing signal intensity, the residual
TC events seen in these reads are distributed exponentially, as
expected for independent sequencing errors.

Shannon’s information entropy

Shannon’s Entropy (Shannon 1948) is a standard measure of the
information content. It quantifies the extent to which the data
encoded in a message (in our case, edited signal) is unpredictable.
For example, if all messages are fully edited, than there is only one
possible outcome and the entropy is zero. If all messages are either
fully edited or fully unedited, then there are two possibilities and
the entropy is a single bit. If there are many possible outcomes,
with partial correlations among them, one needs to resort to the
full formula

Entropy ¼ � +
all editing

variants

p log2 p;

where p is the probability (relative occurrence) of each variant. We
introduce Shannon’s entropy to quantify in a compact manner
how correlated the various editing events are within a single Alu
repeat.

Editing activity

Editing activity in Alu was calculated by counting the total number
of AG and TC mismatches for all genomic A and T sites within Alu
elements expressed in one sample (brain). As usual, the number of
reads aligned to a given site are assumed to be proportional to the
expression level. That is, if 10 reads were aligned to a given site, and
four of them were edited, we counted four deamination reactions.
We apply the process for all Alu sites and sum the results. After
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removing the expected noise levels (calculated in the same way for
the CT/GA mismatches) we have an unnormalized measure for the
global number of deamination reactions at Alu sites in this specific
brain tissue. We compare these data with the results of the same
procedure applied to the well-characterized recoding sites (Li et al.
2009; Supplemental Table S3).

Data access
Sequencing data from this study have been submitted to the
NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
sra) under accession number SRR1011286. Genome coordinates
for editing sites (Dataset1) and Genome coordinates for edited Alu
sites (Dataset2) are available in the Supplemental Material.
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